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ABSTRACT
We present Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) observations of the su-
pernova remnant (SNR) G296.8–00.3. A 1.3-GHz continuum image shows the remnant
to have a complex multi-shelled appearance, with an unusual rectangular strip run-
ning through its centre. H i absorption yields a kinematic distance to the remnant of
9.6 ± 0.6 kpc, from which we estimate an age in the range (2 − 10) × 103 yr. The
ATCA’s continuum mode allows a measurement of the Faraday rotation across the
band, from which we derive a mean rotation measure towards the SNR of 430 rad m−2.
We consider possible explanations for the morphology of G296.8–00.3, and conclude
that it either has a biannular structure, as might be produced through interaction
with an asymmetric progenitor wind, or that its appearance is caused by the effects
of the surrounding interstellar medium.
We argue that the adjacent pulsar J1157–6224 is at a similar distance as the SNR,
but that a physical association is highly unlikely. The pulsar is the only detectable
source in the field in circular polarization, suggesting a method for finding pulsars
during aperture synthesis.
Key words: circumstellar matter — pulsars: individual (J1157–6224) — radio lines:
ISM — shock waves — supernova remnants: individual (G296.8–00.3) — techniques:
polarimetric
1 INTRODUCTION
The expanding shock front produced by a supernova (SN)
explosion is best delineated in the radio continuum, where
we observe the synchrotron emission from ultra-relativistic
electrons at or near the expanding shock. Few supernova
remnants (SNRs) appear circular and undistorted, but
whether this distortion is a result of the distribution of
the ejecta driving the shock front, the mass-loss history of
the progenitor, the structure of the surrounding interstellar
medium (ISM) or some complex combination of all of these,
is a difficult question to answer. Of the 215 known SNRs in
the Galaxy (Green 1996), many have now been observed at
sub-arcmin resolution at radio frequencies (e.g. Whiteoak &
Green 1996). However, without knowledge of their physical
properties interpretation of their appearance is difficult.
Although detected in early radio surveys of the Galac-
tic Plane (Hill 1968; Thomas & Day 1969), G296.8–00.3 was
first identified as a supernova remnant by Large & Vaughan
(1972) on the basis of its spectral index and rough shell-
like morphology. These authors claimed an association with
the pulsar J1157–6224 (B1154–62), 13 arcmin from the rem-
nant’s centre, which has since been considered unlikely on
the basis of the pulsar’s large timing age of 1.6 × 106 yr
(Gaensler & Johnston 1995c; Johnston et al. 1996). A re-
cent higher resolution image (43 × 49 arcsec) of this SNR
has been made at 843 MHz by Whiteoak & Green (1996),
showing a complicated multi-ringed structure, brightest to
the north-west.
In X-rays, Hwang & Markert (1994) report a 4-σ detec-
tion of SNR G296.8–00.3 with ROSAT PSPC. They ascribe
the weakness of the X-ray emission to significant absorption
along the line of sight, and consequently estimate a distance
of ∼ 10 kpc. There is no detectable infrared emission asso-
ciated with the SNR (Arendt 1989; Saken, Fesen & Shull
1992), and examination of the Digitized Sky Survey and of
the corresponding ESO R field shows no optical counterpart.
As part of a programme to determine the basic prop-
erties of southern SNRs with unusual features, we present
in this paper 1.3-GHz continuum and H i absorption obser-
vations towards SNR G296.8–00.3. We describe our obser-
vations and analysis in Section 2 and present our results in
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Table 1. ATCA observations of G296.8–00.3.
Date Array Maximum Time on
Configuration Baseline (m) Source (h)
1996 Jan 19 0.75C 750 12
1996 Feb 02 0.75B 765 11
1996 Feb 24 1.5C 1485 14
Section 3. In Section 4 we derive physical properties for the
SNR and discuss possible causes for the remnant’s unusual
morphology. We also consider the possibility of an associa-
tion between SNR G296.8–00.3 and PSR J1157–6224.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Observations were made with the Australia Telescope Com-
pact Array (ATCA; Frater, Brooks & Whiteoak 1992), a
synthesis telescope near Narrabri, New South Wales. The
ATCA consists of five 22-m-diameter antennae located on
a 3-km east-west track, with a fixed sixth antenna located
3 km further west. A pointing centre RA (J2000) 11h58m43s,
Dec (J2000) −62◦34′29′′ was observed with three different
array configurations, as shown in Table 1. For the compact
configurations used here, correlations involving the sixth an-
tenna were not used. Continuum and H i line observations
were made simultaneously; the continuum data consisted of
32 channels centred at 1.344 GHz with a total bandwidth of
128 MHz, and the line data comprised 1024 channels centred
at 1.420 GHz, with a total bandwidth of 4 MHz (a channel
separation of 0.83 km s−1). All four Stokes parameters were
recorded in continuum, while only total-intensity data were
recorded in the H i line. Amplitudes were calibrated using
the revised scale of Reynolds (1994), assuming a flux den-
sity for PKS B1934–638 of 15.0 and 14.9 Jy, at 1.344 and
1.420 GHz respectively (1 Jy = 10−26 Wm−2 Hz−1). Phases
were calibrated using PKS B1549–790, which was observed
for approximately 3 min for each hour of observation.
Reduction and analysis were carried out using the
Miriad (Sault, Teuben & Wright 1995) and Karma (Gooch
1996) packages. Data were edited and calibrated using stan-
dard techniques (Sault & Killeen 1997). The calibrator
PKS B1549–790 (S1.3GHz = 5.4 Jy) was confused by the
source PKS B1547–795 (S1.3GHz = 0.8 Jy), 27 arcmin dis-
tant. Thus a point-source model for the calibrator was not
appropriate, and antenna gains were determined by com-
paring the measured visibilities to those corresponding to a
model including both sources, in effect carrying out a self-
calibration of the calibrator field.
2.1 Continuum data
A total-intensity continuum image of a 65-arcmin square
region was formed using multi-frequency synthesis (Sault
& Wieringa 1994), uniform weighting and a cell size of 5
arcsec. The image was then deconvolved using a maximum
entropy algorithm (Gull & Daniell 1978) with 500 iterations.
To improve estimates of the antenna gains, three iterations
of amplitude and phase self-calibration were applied, with a
solution interval of 5 min. The resulting model was smoothed
with a Gaussian restoring beam, and the final image then
corrected for the mean primary beam response of the ATCA
antennae.
Images were also formed in Stokes Q, U and V. To min-
imise the effects of bandwidth depolarization, 13 Q and U
images were made, each using a bandwidth of 8 MHz, cov-
ering the central 104 MHz of the band. Stokes Q, U and V
images were then deconvolved using the CLEAN algorithm
(Clark 1980), then restored and primary-beam corrected as
for Stokes I above. For each pair of Stokes Q and U images,
a linear polarization image, L, was formed and corrected
for non-Gaussian noise statistics (Killeen, Bicknell & Ekers
1986). A mean of the 13 L planes was then formed. This
image was then clipped at pixels where polarized emission
fell below the 5-σ level, and also where the total intensity
was less than 5 σ.
2.2 Line data
Continuum emission was subtracted from the line data in the
u− v plane using the Miriad task UVLIN (van Langevelde
& Cotton 1990; Sault 1994), and spectra then smoothed
to a velocity resolution of 3.3 km s−1. Data at projected
u− v spacings shorter than 1 kλ were discarded to filter out
broad-scale structure, and line images were then formed in
velocity planes ranging from –200 to +200 km s−1 (LSR).
The peak emission was faint, with no obvious sidelobes, and
it was consequently unnecessary to deconvolve the resulting
images.
The H i cube was then weighted by the continuum im-
age. Absorption spectra against continuum sources were pro-
duced by integrating over the corresponding region of the
cube, and then renormalising appropriately to give units of
fractional absorption.
The rms noise, σ, in each spectrum was estimated using
the flux in line-free channels. The brightness temperature
of Galactic H i in this direction (∼ 100 K; Caswell et al.
1975) increases the thermal noise in channels containing line
emission by a factor of ∼ 2 (cf. Dickey 1997). In the spectra
presented we thus show a threshold corresponding to 6 σ as
an indication of the believability of features.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Total Intensity
3.1.1 SNR G296.8–00.3
Total-intensity images of SNR G296.8–00.3 in Fig 1 show a
complicated structure similar to that seen with lower res-
olution at 843 MHz (Whiteoak & Green 1996). The SNR
consists of multiple loops of emission, brightest in the north-
west, where there is a sharp outer boundary. While the west-
ern edge is particularly well defined, the eastern perimeter
is fainter and more diffuse.
Running through the centre of the remnant is a pe-
culiar, slightly curved strip of emission, beginning beyond
the remnant’s northern boundary and extending up, or
close, to its southern perimeter. This structure shows no
limb-brightening, and has an essentially uniform appearance
across its extent except for a possible fading to the south.
Although appearing rather artificial, this feature is also seen
in the 843-MHz image made with the Molonglo Observatory
c© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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Figure 1. Grey-scale and contour images of SNR G296.8–00.3 at 1.3 GHz. The grey-scale range is –1 to 20 mJy beam−1,
while the contour levels are 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 20, 30 and 40 mJy beam−1. The FWHM of the Gaussian restoring beam is
shown at the lower right of each image.
Table 2. Observational and derived parameters for G296.8–00.3.
Resolution 24.′′3× 22.′′4, PA 14◦
rms noise in image 170 (Stokes I)
(µJy beam−1) 40 (Stokes V)
Geometric centre (α, δ; J2000) 11h58m25s –62◦36′
Geometric centre (l, b) 296.◦87 –00.◦35
Diameter (arcmin) 18 × 12
Flux density at 1.3 GHz (Jy) 7.0± 0.3
Spectral index −0.65± 0.08
Synthesis Telescope (MOST; Whiteoak & Green 1996). Al-
though both are synthesis telescopes, the ATCA and the
MOST produce quite different artifacts (Robertson 1991)
and we conclude that this feature corresponds to genuine
emission.
Derived parameters for the SNR are given in Table 2.
The flux density for the remnant and its uncertainty were
determined by integrating the emission within multiple poly-
gons enclosing the remnant. A background correction was
made and the rms noise in the image measured by similarly
integrating over nearby source-free regions.
We compute a spectral index for SNR G296.8–00.3 us-
ing the total flux density measurements shown in Table 3.
Fitting a power law of the form Sν ∝ ν
α to the data, we ob-
tain a spectral index α = −0.65±0.08, consistent with earlier
determinations (Large & Vaughan 1972; Caswell, Clark &
Crawford 1975).
3.1.2 Other sources in the field
An image of the entire field is shown in Fig 2. The properties
of four sources of note are summarised in Table 4.
Source 1 can be identified with the 400-ms pulsar
J1157–6224 (Large, Vaughan & Wielebinski 1969; Siegman,
Manchester & Durdin 1993). We measure an integrated flux
Table 3. Flux density measurements of SNR G296.8–00.3. Where
not specified by the authors, errors have been taken to be 10 per
cent or 1 Jy, whichever is larger.
ν (GHz) Telescope Sν (Jy) Reference
0.408 Mills Cross 15.0± 1.5 1
0.843 MOST 9.2± 0.9 2
1.344 ATCA 7.0± 0.3 this paper
1.420 Parkes 64-m 6± 1 1,3
2.650 Parkes 64-m 4± 1 4
5.000 Parkes 64-m 3.2± 1 5
(1) Large & Vaughan (1972) (2) Whiteoak & Green (1996)
(3) Hill (1968) (4) Thomas & Day (1969) (5) Caswell, Clark &
Crawford (1975)
density for the pulsar of 9.7±0.3 mJy, agreeing with previous
measurements (Johnston et al. 1996).
3.2 Polarization
3.2.1 PSR J1157–6224
As a test of the polarimetric quality of our data, we first
consider PSR J1157–6224, whose polarization properties we
can compare with existing data.
PSR J1157–6224 is significantly linearly polarized: we
measure a linear polarization L = 2.5± 0.3 mJy (26± 4 per
cent), agreeing well with previous measurements (McCulloch
et al. 1978; Manchester, Hamilton & McCulloch 1980; van
Ommen et al. 1997).
The ATCA generates instrumental linear polarization
proportional to the strength of a source in total intensity.
This response is negligible at the phase centre, but becomes
significant towards the edges of the field. The primary-beam
corrected linear polarization for the pulsar caused by this
effect is of the order of 0.2 per cent of the total intensity
and makes a minor contribution to the value obtained.
The multi-frequency capability of the ATCA allows us
c© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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Figure 2. A total-intensity image of the field surrounding SNR G296.8–00.3. In order to give uniform noise
across the image, the image has not been corrected for the ATCA primary beam response. Sources listed in
Table 4 are indicated, as well as the two regions of the SNR against which H i absorption was obtained. The
line to the north of the SNR represents the Galactic Plane.
Table 4. Selected sources in the vicinity of SNR G296.8–00.3. All sources are unresolv ed.
Source Position S1.3GHz Spectral index
a Other name
Equatorial (J2000) Galactic (Jy) (α, Sν ∝ να)
1 11h57m15s –62◦24′50′′ 296.◦70 –00.◦20 0.01 –2.6 PSR J1157–6224
2 11h57m20s –62◦43′50′′ 296.◦78 –00.◦51 0.08 –0.5
3 11h59m32s –62◦07′19′′ 296.◦90 –00.◦14 0.62 –0.9 PMN J1159–6207
4 12h01m21s –62◦36′44′′ 297.◦21 –00.◦30 0.11 –0.6
a Calculated between 1.344 GHz (this paper) and 843 MHz (A.J. Green et al., in preparation).
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Figure 3. A plot of the Faraday rotation across the band for
PSR J1157–6224. The plotted points correspond to position an-
gles measured at 8-MHz intervals (gaps at 1320 and 1328 MHz
correspond to bad data), while the line corresponds to the best
fitting curve of the form φ = φ0 +RM c2/ν2.
to measure the variation in position angle, φ, of the pulsar’s
linearly polarized emission across the observing bandwidth,
as shown in Fig 3. This can be attributed to Faraday rota-
tion, and we can hence derive a rotation measure for the pul-
sar. Fitting a curve with functional form φ = φ0+RM c
2/ν2
to the data gives a rotation measure RM = 495±9 rad m−2.
Within the uncertainties, this agrees with the published
value of 508±5 rad m−2 (Taylor, Manchester & Lyne 1993).
PSR J1157–6224 is left-hand circularly polarized with
a flux density 1.2 ± 0.2 mJy (12 ± 2 per cent of the total).
This is again consistent with earlier work.
In summary, we conclude that the observed polariza-
tion properties of PSR J1157–6224 agree well with previous
measurements.
3.2.2 SNR G296.8–00.3
No circular polarization is detected from SNR G296.8–00.3.
An image of the linear polarization from the remnant is
shown in Fig 4. We estimate a lower limit on the linearly
polarized flux density from the remnant of 35 ± 5 mJy, a
fractional polarization of 0.5 per cent (instrumental polar-
ization contributes less than 0.1 per cent). Polarization from
the SNR occurs in a few discrete cells, predominantly near
the north-eastern edge of the SNR (note that region ‘A’ is
not coincident with the compact knot in this region of the
SNR). Within a cell there appears to be some correlation in
position angle but adjacent cells have quite different orien-
tations. There is no correlation between total and polarized
intensity over the SNR. In fact the brightest regions of the
SNR, namely the north-west, south-west and south edges,
have no significant polarized emission.
In Fig 5 we show the position angle as a function of
frequency for four regions of significant linear polarization.
As for PSR J1157–6224, a change in position angle of the
electric field vectors is seen across the band. Averaging over
regions of sufficiently strong polarization, we obtain a mean
RM for the remnant of 430 rad m−2, with a scatter of
40 rad m−2.
In theory, one can use the rotation measure to deter-
mine the intrinsic position angle of the polarized radiation,
B
C
D
A
PSR J1157-6224
Figure 4. Linearly polarized emission from G296.8–00.3. The
orientation of vectors indicate the position angle of the electric
field in an 8-MHz channel centred on 1376 MHz. Lengths of
vectors are proportional to the surface brightness in linear po-
larization at that position, the longest vector corresponding to
L = 2.5 mJy beam−1. Contours represent total intensity, and are
drawn at 5 and 20 mJy beam−1. The labelled regions correspond
to the plots in Fig 5.
Figure 5. Faraday rotation and rotation measures (in rad m−2)
for four regions marked in Fig 4. Properties of the plots are as for
Fig 3.
φ0. However, the accuracy, δφ0, of this measurement is lim-
ited by the uncertainty in RM, δ(RM). Typical values of
δ(RM) across the SNR are 20–30 rad m−2, corresponding to
δφ0 ≈ δ(RM) c
2/ν2 ≈ 1. Thus we cannot determine intrinsic
position angles, effectively because of the narrow bandwidth
across which we have made our measurements.
3.2.3 Other sources
After correcting for instrumental polarization, sources 2, 3
and 4 are 0.2, 2.7 and 1.4 per cent linearly polarized respec-
tively. No circular polarization is detected from any of these
sources.
c© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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3.3 H i line
In the following discussion we establish upper and lower lim-
its on the systemic velocity of SNR G296.8–00.3 by measur-
ing the H i velocities of absorbing clouds along the line of
sight and combining these with an appropriate model for
Galactic rotation to derive a kinematic distance to the rem-
nant (see Burton 1988 for a review). We compare absorption
against the remnant to adjacent emission and absorption
spectra; the former is obtained from nearby regions devoid of
continuum emission, while the latter is seen towards sources
2 and 4.
We define the lower limit on the systemic velocity, VL,
to be that corresponding to the most distant absorption fea-
ture seen against the SNR, and the upper limit, VU , to be
the nearest strong emission feature in the region not seen
in absorption (e.g. Frail & Weisberg 1990). We adopt an
uncertainty of ±7 km s−1 in VU and VL, representative of
the random motion of H i clouds (Shaver et al. 1982; Belfort
& Crovisier 1984); uncertainties associated with estimating
velocities from our spectra are somewhat smaller than this.
When translating velocities into distances, we adopt stan-
dard IAU parameters (Kerr & Lynden-Bell 1986) for the
solar orbital velocity (Θ0 = 220 km s
−1) and the distance
to the Galactic Centre (R0 = 8.5 kpc).
The lack of short u − v spacings in our ATCA obser-
vations means that it is difficult to produce an emission
spectrum from these data. However, we can compare ATCA
absorption spectra to the emission spectrum seen towards
PSR J1157–6224 (Johnston et al. 1996), only 7 arcmin from
the brightest part of the SNR. This spectrum is shown in
Fig 6, together with the single-dish absorption towards the
pulsar and the rotation curve in this direction. The emission
spectrum contains strong (Tb > 35 K) features at –35, –5,
+15, +30 and +50 km s−1. Similar emission profiles are seen
in the direction of the nearby H ii regions G298.2–00.3 and
G298.9–00.4 (Goss et al. 1972) and in the H i survey of Kerr
et al. (1986).
3.3.1 Point sources
Absorption was measured against the nearby sources 2 and
4, with spectra shown in Fig 7. The absorption spectrum ob-
tained towards source 3 was noisy and not considered useful.
The most negative velocity absorption feature seen in
the spectrum of source 2 is at –35 km s−1, agreeing well with
the measured tangent velocity in this direction (Kerr et al.
1986; Malhotra 1995). Significant absorption is also seen at
–5, +15 and +30 km s−1. A weak feature at +100 km s−1
is of low significance.
Source 4 shows similar structure to source 2 at negative
velocities. At positive velocities, strong absorption is seen
at +15 km s−1, and a forest of weaker features is visible
at +30, +40, +50, +65 and +110 km s−1. Although each
feature individually is of marginal significance, together they
suggest true absorption rather than random fluctuations.
3.3.2 SNR G296.8–00.3
Spectra of reasonable signal-to-noise were seen against the
two regions of the SNR indicated in Fig 2: the bright rim
Figure 6. H i emission and absorption towards PSR J1157–6224,
and the variation of velocity with distance from the sun in this
direction (Johnston et al. 1996).
along the SNR’s north-west edge, and a nearby knot in the
interior. These spectra are shown in Fig 7.
Against the rim of the SNR, absorption seen at negative
velocities corresponds to emission seen towards the pulsar
and absorption towards sources 2 and 4. At positive veloc-
ities, clear absorption is seen at +15 km s−1 and a weaker
feature at +35 km s−1. Beyond this the spectrum is con-
sistent with noise. Absorption towards the knot at negative
velocities is similar to that towards the rim. Strong absorp-
tion is also seen at +15 km s−1but not beyond this point.
The weak feature seen against the rim at +35 km s−1
matches the +30-km s−1 feature clearly seen towards source
2 only approximately. While this difference in velocity is
within the uncertainties associated with H i, emission to-
wards the pulsar, much closer to the rim than source 2,
also shows a feature peaking at +30 km s−1. This seems
to indicate a genuine discrepancy in velocity between the
+35-km s−1 feature towards the SNR and +30-km s−1 ab-
sorption towards source 2. Furthermore, while the two SNR
spectra are otherwise similar the +35-km s−1 feature is not
seen against the knot, despite its proximity to the rim. One
could argue that the knot is an unrelated foreground source
but we think it more likely that the +35-km s−1 feature
represents fluctuations in emission rather than true absorp-
tion, and assign lower and upper limits to the remnant of
VL = +15 km s
−1and VU = +30 km s
−1 respectively. Given
c© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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Figure 7. H i absorption spectra towards sources 2 and 4 and towards the regions of SNR G296.8–00.3 indicated in Fig 2.
The dashed line represents absorption at the 6-σ level, where σ is calculated from the emission in line-free channels.
an uncertainty of ±7 km s−1, we can assign an overall sys-
temic velocity to the SNR of VSNR = 23± 7 km s
−1.
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 SNR G296.8–00.3
4.1.1 Physical Parameters
Adopting the best fitting model for Galactic rotation of Fich,
Blitz & Stark (1989), we use the velocity determined for
the SNR in Section 3.3.2 to derive a kinematic distance of
9.6 ± 0.6 kpc, putting it on the far side of the Carina arm.
This is consistent with Hwang & Markert’s (1994) estimate
based on the lack of X-ray emission. A distance of 9.7 kpc
has also been estimated from the Σ−D relation (Caswell &
Barnes 1983). However, given the large uncertainties in this
method (Green 1984), this agreement is certainly fortuitous.
Using the brightest regions (‘ring 1’ – see Fig 8) to de-
fine a single SNR shell, we find a radius for G296.8–00.3 of
17 ± 1 pc. An upper limit on the remnant’s age can con-
sequently be obtained by assuming that it has expanded
into the ambient ISM. For an ambient density n0 cm
−3,
the mass swept up by the SNR is ∼ 500n0 M⊙. Typi-
cal values of n0 then imply that the ejecta have swept up
many times their own mass and that the remnant is no
longer freely expanding. If we assume that the remnant is in
the adiabatic (Sedov–Taylor) phase, we can derive an age
tSNR = (22 ± 3) (n0/E51)
1/2
× 103 yr, where E51 is the
kinetic energy of the explosion in units of 1051 erg. Frail,
Goss & Whiteoak (1994) suggest typical values n0 = 0.2
and E51 = 1, implying that tSNR = (10± 2)× 10
3 yr.
We derive a lower limit on the remnant’s age by as-
suming free expansion, as would occur if the remnant is
propagating through the main-sequence wind bubble of a
massive progenitor (Chevalier & Liang 1989; Tenorio-Tagle
et al. 1990). Free expansion at (0.3−1.0)×104 km s−1 gives
an age in the range 1600–6000 yr.
4.1.2 Polarization
The rotation measure of 430 rad m−2 derived for the SNR
in Section 3.2.2 differs from the value of ∼ 100 rad m−2
measured by Dickel & Milne (1976) over the north-east
part of the remnant. Given that we obtain polarization
data for PSR J1157–6224 consistent with earlier measure-
ments, we have confidence in our results. In any correction
for Faraday rotation, there is always an ambiguity of npi
(n = 0,±1,±2, . . .). The discrepancy in rotation measures
can be accounted for if Dickel & Milne’s result (obtained
using data at 2.7 and 5 GHz) is out by a half-turn, causing
them to underestimate the rotation measure by 360 rad m−2.
c© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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Figure 8. A sketch of the morphology of SNR G296.8–00.3, show-
ing some pertinent features.
It is unlikely that there is any further ambiguity in the
data: at the 8-MHz frequency resolution of the ATCA ob-
servations, a further half-turn would increase the RM by
∼ 5000 rad m−2.
Although the theoretical fractional polarization of syn-
chrotron radiation is 70 per cent, this SNR is quite typical in
having a much lower value, indicating that the remnant has
been depolarized. We can immediately rule out bandwidth
depolarization as a possible cause since, by imaging the po-
larized emission in several frequency planes before combin-
ing, we have reduced Faraday rotation across each channel
to < 20◦.
The cell structure of the polarized emission, with signifi-
cant changes in position angle between adjacent regions, sug-
gests that the SNR has been beam depolarized, i.e. that large
changes in position angle are occurring on scales smaller
than the resolution element. This could be a result of dif-
ferential Faraday rotation in the ISM, or may correspond
to intrinsic structure in the SNR’s magnetic field. The for-
mer possibility is certainly reasonable, given that it requires
fluctuations in RM within a beam of only ∼ 20 rad m−2,
comparable to the variation in RM seen across the source.
However, to determine conclusively which mechanism ap-
plies will require observations at higher frequencies, where
effects caused by Faraday rotation are minimal.
Using the Galactic electron density distribution of Tay-
lor & Cordes (1993), we compute an electron column density
along the line of sight to the SNR of 260–330 pc cm−3. As-
suming that Faraday rotation internal to the SNR makes
only a small contribution to the total rotation measure, we
compute an averaged line-of-sight interstellar magnetic field
of 1.7 ± 0.3 µG, directed towards us.
4.1.3 Morphology
The morphology of SNR G296.8–00.3 is not that seen in
a typical shell SNR, and we suggest three possible expla-
nations to account for its complicated and multi-shelled ap-
pearance. First, the SNR could be two separate objects. Sec-
ond, it may have a double-ringed morphology correspond-
ing to an underlying biannular symmetry in the progenitor
system, as proposed by Manchester (1987). Finally, G296.8–
00.3 may owe its appearance to the surrounding ISM. We
now consider these various possibilities.
Given that the lifetime of a supernova progenitor ex-
ceeds the observable lifetime of a SNR by 2–3 orders of
magnitude, it is highly unlikely that we are seeing two SNRs
from the same stellar assocation in temporal co-existence. It
is possible that we are seeing two SNRs lying at different dis-
tances but along the same line of sight, but we think that
this too is unlikely as it would require the centres of the
only two SNRs in the field to virtually coincide. Further cir-
cumstantial evidence against G296.8–00.3’s being multiple
SNRs is that H i absorption from the rim and the knot give
consistent systemic velocities, and that the rotation measure
is roughly uniform across the SNR. Thus the possibility of
multiple SNRs cannot be ruled out by our data, but is un-
likely.
It is now well-established that the slow wind from the
red supergiant (RSG) phase of massive stars can possess
axial symmetry (Blondin, Lundqvist & Chevalier 1996 and
references therein). Manchester (1987) proposed that expan-
sion of a SNR into such a medium can produce a biannular,
or double-ringed morphology, similar to models proposed
for planetary nebulae (Kahn & West 1985; Balick 1987).
Theory (Igumenshchev, Tutokov & Shustov 1992; Blondin,
Lundqvist & Chevalier 1996) and observations (Gaensler
et al. 1997) both support the argument that this axisym-
metric RSG wind can indeed affect the shape and morphol-
ogy of a remnant expanding through it. Typical parameters
for the RSG phase are a wind speed vRSG = 20 km s
−1, a
mass loss rate M˙RSG = 10
−7
−10−5 M⊙ yr
−1 and a life-time
tRSG = 3×10
5 yr (Smith 1994). This generates a potentially
asymmetric medium around a supernova of radius <5 pc.
Assuming such an environment for SNR G296.8–00.3, we
find that the remnant, with a radius of ∼17 pc, has ex-
panded well beyond this region and into the main-sequence
wind of the progenitor. In the spherically symmetric case,
this wind is predominantly hot, isobaric and consequently
isotropic (Weaver et al. 1977), and we expect a SNR prop-
agating through it to rapidly become spherical (Bisnovatyi-
Kogan & Blinnikov 1982). For such a SNR to retain the
brightness distribution induced in it by the RSG wind re-
quires a mechanism by which shock acceleration preferen-
tially occurs in the biannular emitting regions (Manchester
1987). A more likely explanation is the presence of asym-
metry in the main sequence wind: for example, the effect of
rotation in the progenitor can concentrate such a wind along
the equatorial plane (Bjorkman & Cassinelli 1993; Owocki,
Cranmer & Blondin 1994). To summarise, SNR G296.8–00.3
is well beyond the size at which biannular structure could be
imprinted upon it by asymmetric mass loss in a RSG progen-
itor wind. If its appearance is caused by the structure of cir-
cumstellar material, then we require either the SNR to have
somehow retained a biannular morphology while expanding
into an isotropic medium, or the progenitor’s main-sequence
wind to have possessed axial symmetry.
Manchester (1987) also suggests that a biannular SNR
could be formed by the preferential distribution of ejecta
c© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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along the polar axis. However, evidence suggests that asym-
metric ejecta do not produce an unusually shaped remnant
(Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Blinnikov 1982; Blondin, Lundqvist &
Chevalier 1996; Gaensler et al. 1997).
A further means of producing biannular structure is
through jets from a central pulsar or binary system, which
then hit the surface of the expanding remnant (Manchester
1987). Our radio observations of SNR G296.8–00.3 show no
evidence for a centrally located point source either in total
or polarized intensity, nor for outflows from such a source.
The X–ray observations also show no central emitting region
which might correspond to a central star or nebula. Apart
from J1157–6224, no pulsar has been detected in or near this
remnant (Manchester, D’Amico & Tuohy 1985; Kaspi et al.
1996). We conclude that there is no evidence for a central
source or related outflows in SNR G296.8–00.3.
We now consider the possibility that the SNR is in-
teracting with the ambient medium. In order to propose a
simple model of the SNR’s appearance, we denote the main
features in the SNR as follows, illustrated schematically in
cartoon form in Fig 8:
(i) a bright, sharp-edged, and almost complete ring of
emission in the south-west (‘ring 1’). In the absence of other
structure, this component would appear as a typical shell
SNR;
(ii) a rectangular strip of emisssion running north-south
through the centre of the SNR. This strip is not a typical
SNR feature – it is almost linear, is uniform in brightness
over its extent, with projected dimensions of ∼ 40 pc north-
south and ∼ 13 pc east-west (at a distance of 10 kpc);
(iii) a faint, ragged partial ring (‘ring 2’), extending be-
yond ring 1 to the north-east and possibly connecting with
filaments in the south.
Ring 1 seems compatible with a SNR expanding into
a homogeneous medium. We suggest that the strip corre-
sponds to a tunnel or tube of significantly lower density. This
is of appropriate dimensions to be an old SNR or stellar-
wind bubble, its elongated appearance caused by tension in
external (Stone & Norman 1992; Gaensler 1998) or internal
(Cox & Smith 1974; Landecker et al. 1989) magnetic field
lines. On encountering such a region, an expanding shock
will re-energise it, rapidly propagating both across the tube
and up and down its length. As it does so, electrons in the
walls are shock-accelerated and emit synchrotron radiation
(Pineault, Landecker & Routledge 1987), giving a filled, lin-
ear structure as observed here.
Ring 2 is fainter than ring 1, extends beyond the lat-
ter’s boundary, and has a more poorly defined outer edge.
This suggests that it represents a region of break-out into
an adjacent cavity, perhaps created by another massive star.
In such a case the shock will rapidly expand to take on the
dimensions of the region, creating the multiple shell appear-
ance observed (Braun & Strom 1986)
It has been argued that the morphologies of
SNRs G166.0+04.3 (VRO 42.05.01) and G350.0–02.0 both
result from a supernova shock re-energising a tube or tunnel
and then propagating on to the other side to form a sec-
ond shell (Pineault, Landecker & Routledge 1987; Gaensler
1998). In both these SNRs, the three components are all
approximately in the plane of the sky. We suggest that
SNR G296.8–00.3 may represent a similar situation, but in
Figure 9. An image of the field in circular polarization.
PSR J1157–6224 is the only detectable source.
this case where the explosion site, the low-density tunnel
and the second shell all lie roughly along the line of sight.
4.2 PSR J1157–6224
4.2.1 Physical Properties
The similarity in the rotation measures of the SNR and the
pulsar suggests that they are at roughly the same distance.
The poor signal-to-noise in the absorption spectrum shown
in Fig 6 suggests that while the Johnston et al. (1996) lower
limit on the kinematic distance of 4 kpc (inferred from ab-
sorption out to the tangent point) is valid, their upper limit
of 9 kpc, based on lack of absorption at positive velocities,
can be questioned. Indeed an early H i absorption spectrum
towards the pulsar suggested absorption out to +30 km s−1
(Ables & Manchester 1976). Putting the pulsar at a simi-
lar distance to the SNR gives agreement with the dispersion
measure distance derived from the model of Taylor & Cordes
(1993). Thus we propose a distance for the pulsar of 10 kpc.
4.2.2 Polarization
A Stokes V image of the entire field is shown in Fig 9. Be-
cause the ATCA has linear feeds, the instrumental response
in Stokes V is negligible. Apart from the pulsar, the image
is devoid of emission, with a noise (40 µJy beam−1) com-
mensurate with that expected from the radiometer equation
alone.
The signal-to-noise of the pulsar in Stokes V (∼30 σ)
is comparable to that in total intensity, yet the circularly
polarized signal-to-noise of all other sources in the field is
zero. Indeed pulsars are generally ∼10 per cent circularly
polarized (e.g. Qiao et al. 1995), while other sources tend not
to emit in circular polarization. We therefore suggest that
examination of Stokes V images may be a fruitful method of
finding new pulsars, particularly those which are too weak,
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too dispersed, too scattered or have a period too short or too
long to be found by traditional searches for pulsed emission.
4.3 Other Sources
Absorption against source 2 (Fig 7) is not seen at
+50 km s−1, where emission is seen in Fig 6. However, at
this distance absorbing clouds are of small angular scale and
may not lie along this line of sight. This source has no coun-
terpart in IRAS 60-µm emission, which, combined with its
intermediate spectral index and low linear and circular po-
larization, is consistent with its being a background radio
galaxy. Source 4’s H i absorption suggests that it too is ex-
tragalactic, consistent, as for source 2, with its spectral, in-
frared and polarization properties. While no absorption was
obtainable against source 3, the available evidence is also
consistent with an extragalactic origin.
4.4 An association between SNR G296.8–00.3 and
PSR J1157–6224?
An association between SNR G296.8–00.3 and PSR J1157–
6224 was originally proposed by Large & Vaughan (1972),
primarily based on the spatial coincidence of the two objects.
This association has subsequently been regarded as unlikely
on the basis of the pulsar’s large timing age τc = 1.6×10
6 yr
(Gaensler & Johnston 1995c; Johnston et al. 1996), clearly
incompatible with the age for the SNR derived above. How-
ever, the timing age of a pulsar is only an upper limit on the
true age, since it assumes that the initial period of the pulsar
was much smaller than the present value. If a pulsar is born
spinning slowly (Vivekanand & Narayan 1981; Emmering &
Chevalier 1989; Narayan & Ostriker 1990), it can be much
younger than τc. Given the evidence presented above that
the distances of the SNR and the pulsar are compatible, we
now reconsider the likelihood of an association.
If the pulsar is as young as tSNR <∼ 10
4 yr, its position
well outside the remnant argues strongly against a physical
association. The pulsar is removed from the remnant’s cen-
tre by approximately double the SNR radius. Such a large
displacement is statistically improbable for an association
of this age (Gaensler & Johnston 1995a). The implied pro-
jected velocity is > 3500 km s−1, a speed similar to that
claimed by Caraveo (1993) in order to associate PSR J1614–
5047 with G332.4+00.1, but well in excess of typical pulsar
velocities (Lyne & Lorimer 1994; Frail, Goss & Whiteoak
1994). We note, however, that the implied proper motion of
80 mas yr−1 cannot be ruled out; comparison of timing po-
sitions derived by Newton, Manchester & Cooke (1981) and
Siegmen et al. (1993) gives an upper limit on the proper
motion of 150 mas yr−1.
An alternative is that the remnant is much older than
the age calculated above. If we suppose that the remnant
has an age of 105 yr, then the pulsar’s inferred projected
velocity (∼ 400 km s−1) becomes quite reasonable, as does
its position (Gaensler & Johnston 1995b). However, this re-
quires that n0/E51 ∼ 25, an usually high value (cf. Frail
et al. 1994). The high pulsar velocity and ambient density
required for an association would be expected to generate
a wind nebula or bow shock trailing out behind the pulsar
(e.g. Frail & Scharringhausen 1997). No such structure is vis-
ible around the pulsar in our radio image, and comparison
of the integrated flux density (Table 4) with the pulsed flux
(Johnston et al. 1996) puts an upper limit on emission from
any unresolved nebula of <∼ 0.1 mJy. Furthermore, the pul-
sar would still have to be born spinning slowly: for a braking
index n = 3 (Manchester & Taylor 1977), t = 105 yr requires
an initial period P0 = 388 ms (compared with a current pe-
riod of 400 ms).
Thus, we conclude that, apart from an agreement in
distance, there is no evidence in favour of a physical rela-
tionship between SNR G296.8–00.3 and PSR J1157–6224.
Most likely their spatial proximity is by chance and the pul-
sar is a much older object.
5 CONCLUSION
We have presented 1.3-GHz continuum and H i observations
of SNRG296.8–00.3. These data (resolution ∼20 arcsec) rep-
resent the highest resolution at which this SNR has been
observed. The remnant is weakly polarized at a lower limit
of 0.5 per cent. We attribute this to beam depolarization,
possibly a result of differential Faraday rotation in the ISM.
The ATCA’s capacity to measure many channels across the
continuum band allows a measurement to be made of the
change in polarization position angle as a function of fre-
quency. We consequently derive a rotation measure towards
the SNR of 430 rad m−2. This disagrees with the earlier
results of Dickel & Milne (1976), and we argue that these
authors incorrectly accounted for an ambiguity in the rota-
tion.
H i absorption towards the SNR gives lower and upper
limits on its systemic velocity of +15 and +30 km s−1 re-
spectively, corresponding to a distance 9.6±0.6 pc. We con-
sequently estimate an age for the remnant of (2−10)×103 yr,
and a mean interstellar magnetic field along the line of sight
of 1.7± 0.3 µG.
SNR G296.8–00.3 seems consistent with its being the
remnant of a single explosion. Two explanations for its mor-
phology seem possible. One is that the remnant has a bian-
nular appearance induced by axial symmetry in the progen-
itor wind. However, the SNR is much larger than the RSG
wind of a SN progenitor, and it must either be able to ‘re-
member’ its environment from an earlier stage of evolution,
or be propagating through a main-sequence wind which is
also axisymmetric. The other possibility is that the SNR’s
complex appearance results from the inhomogeneous ISM
into which it is expanding. In this context, an unusual linear
feature running north-south through the remnant may rep-
resent a low-density tunnel which has been re-energised by
encounter with the SN shock, while a partial ring of emission
to the north-east may indicate a break-out into an adjacent
bubble. A detailed H i emission study of the region, using
a combination of compact ATCA configurations and single-
dish data, may give further insight into the remnant and its
environment.
We also detect the pulsar PSR J1157–6224, 13 arcmin
from the remnant’s centre, and find its measured proper-
ties to agree with those found in previous observations. On
the basis of its H i absorption, rotation measure and disper-
sion measure, we argue that the pulsar is at a distance of
∼10 kpc, compatible with the distance to the SNR. How-
ever, the pulsar’s large timing age and large displacement
c© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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from the remnant’s centre make a physical association highly
unlikely.
The pulsar is 12 per cent circularly polarized and its
detection through such emission is straightforward. Other
sources in the field show no circular polarization and the na-
ture of the ATCA means that instrumental effects in Stokes
V are minimal. This suggests that detection through Stokes
V is a useful method for finding new pulsars.
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